UCCA-funded Winter Fleece arrive in Ukraine for distribution to keep our freedom fighters warm.
Humanitarian aid packages of medicines, hygiene products and food sorted in Kyiv and headed to the front.
UCCA Kyiv continues to distribute food items to the defenders on the frontlines.
Medicines and supplies are transported to the frontlines in Bakhmut.
45 UCCA-funded Suppressors heading to Kyiv to assist Special Ops units
Ukraine’s Air Force unit thanks UCCA for GPS equipment

"Неймовірно! 
ми жодного разу не змінювали 
орієнтування через їхнє РЕБ 
Ви - наше спасіння, дійсно наші 
ангели в небесах...

"Unbelievable!
We have never changed orientation 
through their EW. You are our salvation, 
truly our angels in heaven...
UCCA Launches Optics Campaign

Following Ukraine’s recent successes in pushing back the enemy in the Kharkiv & Kherson regions, we need to make sure that the drive to free all of Ukraine’s occupied territories continues and is successful.

As in previous campaigns, UCCA will be working with experts and former U.S. military personnel to purchase the necessary optics equipment and deliver it directly to the frontlines.

Our “Aiming for Victory” Goal is $300,000

Please donate at Https://mtyc.co/ui3mig